
SEASPAR Social Club Journey Map 

Gwen

Recreation Coordinator

Wants to put on a successful

social club meeting that lots of

people attend. 

Dan

SEASPAR Participant

Wants to have fun at

virtual social club events.

Bethany

Dan's Mom

Wants to provide support

to Dan for activity setup

and participation.

Steps Touchpoints/interaction points (websites, tools, etc.) Thoughts, feelings, and questions

KEY

Facilitator: Nina Keoborakot

Participant: Recreation Coordinator (RC)

Observers: Audrey, Bridgit, Jiyoun

SESSION GOAL

The team would like to learn about the entire journey of a virtual

social club meeting, from idea conception to execution of the

program. 

We'd also like to identify the opportunities where this journey can

be improved for both RCs and participants.

WHAT'S A JOURNEY MAP?

A step-by-step visualization of the process that a person (or

people) goes through in order to accomplish a goal.

This will help the team will build an aligned mental model about

how programs are created and executed at SEASPAR. The activity

will also reveal opportunities for our product to fit into the journey.

SEASPAR JOURNEY MAP SCENARIO

A recreation coordinator is planning a virtual social club activity.

A SEASPAR participant wants to attend a social club session.

The parent wants to help their child participate in the activity. 

ASSUMPTIONS

- RCs plan social club weeks-months (usually several months) in advance

- RCs spend time thinking about what activities to do in social club

- Participants hear about the events much later (they are sent schedules,

for virtual, activities are in the brochure)

ACTIVITY SCOPE

In Scope

- Social club related points

- Points related to planning the event

Out of Scope

- Programs other than social club

- In-person programs

- What happens after the event

RCs have a

brainstorming activity

together for virtual

activities (eg. movie

night, campfire tunes,

virtual hoedown,

monster bash)

Gwen writes

down the weeks/

dates the

program is going

to occur

Looks at trends

for what is

popular for the

participants

Writes down

the dates and

activities on a

piece of paper

Makes an excel

spreadsheet of the

name of the program,

the time, the blurb,

(location is not

included for virtual)

The excel

spreadsheet

would go to

superintendent

of recreation

Spreadsheet

is proofed a

couple of

times

Spreadsheet

is sent to

marketing

Marketing

Marketing

puts the info

in a virtual

brochure

Marketing is sent

back to the RCs for

feedback and

proofing - be sure to

have it finished by

the completion date

Brochure

PDF

Program

excel

spreadsheet

Superintendent

of recreation

Content due to marketing,

editing content, when

registration opens, full time staff

availability, seasonal interest

form, registration review and

follow ups, assessment for in

person programming,

registration deadline,

confirmations emailed,  staff

adjustments

We hope that

people  sign up

by the

registration

deadline

I used to have to plan

up to 6 social clubs at

the same time, now it's

just one --one breakout

room one meeting room

Brochure

Marketing will

put it online

on a specific

date

Marketing

SEASPAR website,

facebook, social

media "please

register, deadline is

x"

Call families to

remind them that

sign ups are

available for the

session

Receives a

call from the

RC about the

event

The phone

calls are extra

special over

email

LESSON PLANS: we find

out host for program,

someone to take

attendance, following

rules, attending staff,

and staff for breakout

rooms

Can I reuse old

lesson plans from

previous programs?

- be smart about

timing!

Sharepoint

"summer 2020"

folder > special

events, bingo,

game, night

Sharepoint >

information

about

participants

Some participants

will choose the

programs they

want to go to

themselves

I would typically

do this on a

physical brochure,

but now it's virtual

Points at

which

programs he

wants to go to

Register

online (or

could take a

pic and email,

fax it,)

Provide credit card

info, participant info

(emergency contact

info, huge form with

dietary, etc. AIF -

annual information

form)

I need to

turn this in

on time!

Registration

specialist inputs

the form

information into

the "rec track"

Programs are

lottery based,

lottery is

conducted to

determine who

can participate

Registration

specialist

The turn

around for this

is really quick!

Send an email

about which

songs

participants want

to sing during

karaoke

I want the

participants to

be able to pick

the songs they

want

Get a list of

who can

participate in

a program

Attendance sheet and

detailed roster is put in

the program folder in

sharepoint > recreation >

summer 2020 virtual >

bingo, etc. Parents phone

numbers and emails are

on this sheet

And then we can

track the

participants who

are coming in and

give them a call.

Add

requested

songs to the

lesson plan

Superintendent

sends a list of

who is working

the program

I'm highlighting all

the ones i'm

involved with

(leading, planning,

or supervising)

I need to go

back to this list

and figure out

the other

activities I need

to plan

I plan Mondays

first, then

Tuesdays in date

order...Im almost

done!

Send lesson

plans to the

SEASPAR staff

and interns

Email

Staff does follow up

calls or meetings to

practice programs

before they happen,

looking for technical

difficulties

Zoom

I want to

make sure I

have this

right!

Karaoke:

Youtube

(prevent

commercial)

We're not sure if

Netflix allows

Zoom screen

sharing.

Receive an

email

confirmation

Receive an

email with

the zoom

link

Gwen: It would

be really hard to

send manual

reminders to all

of them

The notification

before the

programs would

be nice to have

again!

Write down the

programs they

need to go to in

their calendar

Oops, I

accidentally

signed up for two

events at the

same time!

Wait until a

couple days

before the

program

Get materials

ready a few

hours before

the event

Attendance

Sheet with

emergency

contact info

for parents

Lesson plan

Bingo cage

Sign on 15

minutes

before the

meeting

If there's a

meeting right

before this, then I

might kick them

off!

Practice to make

sure everything

is working

(youtube, etc.)

Prepare all of the

links for karaoke,

making sure they're

already open and

ready to play

Ad hoc modifications

to plan--you take the

first half, i take the

second half, etc.

Planning transitions

I don't want to

see some of

these

commercials!

Cold call the families

about which songs

they want to sing if

they missed the

deadline

Add

additional

songs to

the list

"let it all in"

button

Sign into

the zoom

meeting

Waiting

room

Give people a

few minutes to

come in

(sometimes a

trickle effect)

Sometimes I

have to repeat

myself if people

come in late

Join in the

main Zoom

meeting

room

I'm really

tired!

*yawn*

I'm super

excited to

play bingo!

I'm just

waiting for my

song to come

on...

I can't

unmute!

I'm so

frustrated!

My parent

has walked

away

Attends

social club

Program

begins

We can't

unmute

people

anymore, it's

hard!

Some people

have trouble

with the

technology

We have to pick

programs that

are accessible for

everyone


